English
Spelling

Science
programme covering: Rising stars

States of Matter

On fait le fete

spelling lists, 200 High frequency words, year

Compare and group materials together, according

3/4 national curriculum spelling list.

to whether they are solids, liquids or gases.

No-

nonsense spelling.

Punctuation

Observe that some materials change state when

Apostrophes for possession, use

and punctuate speech accurately, commas, rhetorical questions.
Grammar Present perfect verb tense in contrast
to past tense, homophones, statement, questions and commands. fronted adverbials.

the temperature at which this happens in degrees

French months

Celsius (°C).
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate

Writing Persuasive letters, play scripts based on
Horrible Histories, letters to King Alfred,
Cinquain poems.

-throwing
-catching

History
Anglo-Saxons



-batting
-bowling
Learning basic rules of
cricket, including how
to play matches.

Invaders and settlers
Daily lives of the Anglo-

Maple Class– T5



Anglo Saxon Society



Anglo Saxon Kings



Runes

ters of a turn and four a complete turn.

Identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of
perpendicular and parallel lines.

Measure, compare, add and subtract: lengths,
mass, volume and capacity.

Computing
Learn to use a
search engine
safely to collect
information.
Learn to present
information
using software.

Design and create:

Forest / PSHE





Anglo Saxon

Identify right angles, recognise that two right

Measurement

man.

Art/DT

Brooches.

Saxon.

-fielding

French hang-

of evaporation with temperature.

Anglo Saxons

Geometry
angles make a half-turn, three make three quar-

French Happy

they are heated or cooled, and measure or research

ter’, Comprehension, Guided Reading.

Cricket including developing :

French alphabet
Birthday song.

Reading Class novels ‘Firework Makers Daugh-

PE

Maths

MFL

Tell and write the time from an analogue clock
to the nearest minute..
Draw 2D shapes and make 3D shapes from modelling materials.

Music
Singing assemblies, traditional songs, percussion
performance.

Fire time with PSHE based on topic
‘Relationships’



Anglo Saxon Boats



Whittling project



Anglo Saxon Hel-



Forest School maths, including:

mets

-3D shapes
-Outdoor angles
-Length and perimeter

RE
Open the book assemblies.

Collective worship.
Tribal religion.

